Differentiating transudative from exudative pleural effusion: should we measure effusion cholesterol dehydrogenase?
Pleural effusions are often classified into transudates and exudates based on Light's criteria. In this study, the diagnostic properties of Light's criteria were compared to those of several other analytes for the classification of pleural fluids into transudative and exudative. A total of 471 patients with pleural effusions were evaluated. In pleural effusions and simultaneously drawn blood samples, lactate dehydrogenase (LDH), total protein, albumin, cholesterol, amylase, glucose, pH and the cell number were measured. Retrospectively, the clinical records were used to establish a clinical diagnosis. The diagnostic properties of the biochemical tests were calculated using the clinical diagnoses as gold standard. By clinical diagnosis, 108 patients had transudative and 300 patients had exudative pleural effusions. In addition to pleural LDH activity (accuracy 89%, sensitivity 86%, specificity 97%) and fluid to serum LDH ratio (accuracy 89%, sensitivity 91%, specificity 85%), pleural cholesterol concentration readily identified exudates (accuracy 82%, sensitivity 76%, specificity 98%). Combination of these three parameters achieved a higher overall accuracy (accuracy 95%, sensitivity 93%, specificity 100%) than the Light's criteria (accuracy 93%, sensitivity 100%, specificity 73%). Combination of effusion cholesterol concentration and effusion LDH activity had the highest discriminatory potential (accuracy 98%, sensitivity 98%, specificity 95%). Including effusion cholesterol, concentration in the routine biochemical work-up of pleural fluid allows for correct classification of more pleural effusions than achieved by use of Light's criteria. Combination of cholesterol and LDH had the highest discriminatory potential and the added advantage that no patient plasma is needed for correct classification.